STATE OF HAWAII
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII AT HILO
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
HAWAII SMALL BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT CENTER
POSITION ORGANIZATION CHART
CHART IIIC

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
VICE CHANCELLOR, M10, #89319

*HAWAII SMALL BUSINESS
DEVELOPMENT CENTER
DIRECTOR, M3, #89287
KAUAI DIRECTOR
OAHU DIRECTOR
MAUI DIRECTOR
HAWAII ISLAND DIRECTOR

CHART UPDATED
DATE JUN 30 1993
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
VICE CHANCELLOR, M10, #89319

WEST HAWAII
PROFESSOR, #86362**

CLERK STENO II, SR9, #32509*

UH EDUCATIONAL SP IV, P12, #80905
JANITOR II, W902,#45116
UH STUDENT SERV SP III, P9, #80573
UH STUDENT SERV SP II, P6, #80371
LIBRARIAN II, S2, #86436
LIBRARY TECH V, SR11, #46785

INSTRUCTIONAL POSITIONS (6.00 FTE)
FULL-TIME:
86361  86363  86368
86577  86475  86476

** Proposed reclassification - Director of UH West Hawaii
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